HOW DO YOU
LOOK TODAY?

With Miranda van Commenée, Stylist & Personal Shopper
According to Miranda, you never
have a second chance to make a first
impression. As a stylist, she helps
everyone discover and craft their
own unique style. ‘The clothes you
wear are a reflection of your identity’,
Miranda points out. ‘When you wear
pieces in the right colours that fit
well, you feel more self-assured. And
that carries through in your image,
both professionally and personally.’
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Who is your style icon?
Coco Chanel

JASPER TER STROOT

What’s your favourite place to shop?

What is an absolute don’t, fashion-wise?

Job

Lecturer in business economics at

Online. Offline recently in Den Bosch and I

White leggings

St. Ignatius Gymnasium Amsterdam

also have good memories of Maastricht.

Age

What is this season’s must-have?

44, married with 2 sons

Lives in Diemen, close to the city

Most expensive garment ever?

A blouse, dress or trousers in leather or

and close to the outdoors

A long winter dress coat by Hugo Boss (650

imitation leather.

(great for running!)

euro) to wear over a suit. Should have done
that years earlier.

Jasper is wearing

What are you known for?
Mixing and matching brands across

Chino, colbert, carcaot, coltrui by Atelier

Tie or sneakers?

Munro and shoes by Andrea Ventura.

Sneakers, but I’m all for making ties
‘mandatory’ again at official functions.

Jasper wanted a business

different price segments.

Want colour and style advice, or
someone to help you shop or take a

casual outfit with a classic twist.

Favourite shoe brand?

professional look at your wardrobe?

This outfit in light shades is on-trend for

Floris van Bommel, (Hugo) Boss.

Look no further than Miranda!
For details, get in touch with her.

this season. By combining these light
shades the result doesn’t come across as

What’s still missing from your wardrobe?

too businesslike, but feels more casual

Too few colours besides blue...

and laid-back. Wearing a jacket over a

MIRANDA VAN COMMENÉE
www.mirandavancommenee.nl

turtleneck is also a less formal look, and

What’s your styling request?

info@mirandavancommenee.nl

that paired with these casual chinos makes

I want a business casual outfit

+31 (0)6 54 37 08 90

for a smart-casual style.

with a subtle timeless twist.
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